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What is the goal?

• Identify exactly the doctor’s opinions
• Explore the witness’s methodology
• Scrutinize her qualifications
• Obtain precise concessions and areas of 

agreement
• Discover specific areas of bias
• Confront inconsistencies
• Test the witness's factual bases
• Challenge or neutralize the expert’s 

conclusions
• Develop rapport
• Discover the weaknesses in your case.



“By failing to prepare, you are preparing to fail.”

Benjamin Franklin



Formal Discovery Requests

• Relationship between witness and lawyer, firm
• Prior testimony
• Authorities
• Publications, 
• Credentials, Certification
• Memberships



Internet Research

• Websites, archived sites, advertisements
• trialsmith.com
• Pacer, Westlaw, Lexis-Nexis
• LinkedIn
• Newsletters, brochures
• Committee work



Academic Training, Accomplishments

• Subpoena the witness’s transcripts
• Search for Board Certifications (abms.org, 

abim.org, abpn.com, abmssolutions.com)
• Request verification of license, grievances, 

lawsuits
• Scrutinize the training, accomplishments



Peer Reviewed Publications

• Read the publications for yourself:
• Pubmed:  ncbi.nlm.nih.gov
• scholar.google.com
• medscape.com
• nih.gov
• Amazon



Ethical Standards

• American Academy of Forensic Science
• American College of Emergency Physicians
• American Medical Association
• American Board of Legal Medicine
• Individual States, state-by-state
• Areas of Expertise, specialty-by-specialty



Grievances, Disciplinary Actions, Claims

• Federation of State Medical Boards 
(docinfo.org)

• State-by-state search (e.g., tmb.state.tx.us)
• Administrators in Medicine (“AIM”) 

(administratorsinmedicine.org)
• Court records
• Google



What is the plan?
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DECONSTRUCTING THE DEFENSE-PAID MEDICAL WITNESS: AN OUTLINE1 
 

General Deposition Overview:  
 

You are testifying here today as an expert witness in the field of    
You have been hired specifically by the defense to give this testimony 
The defense hired you to come give your opinions about this case 

 
Expert medical witnesses are bound by the same ethical duties as other physicians 
The primary source for physician ethical duties is the AMA Code of Ethics 
The AMA Code of Ethics 1.1 says that a “violation of these principles and opinions 
represents unethical conduct.” 
So, if you as a treating physician or, like today, as an expert witness, violate the AMA 
Code of Ethics, it is considered unethical behavior. 

 
One of the Rules you must follow, like every witness, you must tell the truth 
The whole truth and nothing but the truth 

 
That means you cannot be an advocate for either side of the lawsuit 
In fact, the AMA Code of Ethics expressly prohibits you from being an advocate 
supporting one side of a lawsuit 
AMA Code of Ethics 9.07 specifically states, “The medical witness must not become an 
advocate or a partisan in the legal proceeding.” 

 
How would you define an advocate 
An advocate would be more likely to give long-winded answers to simple questions to try 
to make the point for his side 
An advocate would be more likely to rely on facts that support his side and disregard 
facts that do not support his side 

 
You would agree that a physician who is giving medical opinions about an injury 
suffered by a party to a lawsuit should be objective and not attempt to serve as an 
advocate for either side 
When you are hired by the defense to be an expert witness like this, do you start out with 
a particular opinion in mind 
Do you attempt to reach an opinion that will please the party that hired you 
You should strive for objectivity, honesty and fairness 
You would agree that to the extent a doctor gives opinions that are not objective, those 
opinions should be discounted 

 
This rule prohibiting an expert witness from being an advocate is an important rule, isn’t 
it 
Why? What could happen if we allowed expert witnesses to shade the truth and advocate 
for one side of a lawsuit 

When you are acting as an expert witness, you understand that your testimony can have 

                                                      
1 Excerpted from https://www.texasjustice.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/11/Deposing-the-Adverse-Medical-Expert.pdf 
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important consequences for the person involved 
People with injuries are emotionally and financially vulnerable 
They might get paid back what they lost or not based upon your testimony 
Not being paid back what they lost could mean losing a house or some other major set- 
back 

 
So, you agree that as a rule, expert witnesses must gather all relevant information when 
forming their opinions 
It is no different than when you are treating patients, the more information you have the 
better chance you have of making correct decisions 
You try to obtain all the facts that might be relevant to your conclusion 
You should base your opinions on facts, rather than speculation 
Opinions are only as good as the knowledge of true facts that made those opinions 
You would agree that when there is a conflict of medical opinions between physicians of 
equal qualifications, the opinion of the physician who has the benefit of the greater 
information is more trustworthy 

 
You expect if there is relevant information, regardless of which side it helps, the defense 
attorneys will provide it to you 
The accuracy of your opinions can be influenced by the material you are or are not given 
And if new information becomes available, you would not hesitate to modify your 
opinion. 

 
If exam – 
Another rule is that you are required to maintain patient confidentiality, just like every 
other physician 
AMA Code of Ethics 5.09 says that “Information obtained by the physician as a result of 
such examinations is confidential and should not be communicated to a third party 
without the individual’s prior written consent, unless required by law.” 
You informed defense counsel of your examination of plaintiff in this case 
You did not have plaintiff’s written consent to do so 
Why did you do that 
[not my patient] 

 
So, when you examined plaintiff, you were doing so for the defense 
Plaintiff did not ask you to 
I did not ask you to 
The court did not ask you to 
You were doing that because you were hired by one side of the lawsuit to do that 

 
Your purpose was not to offer treatment to Plaintiff 
And you did not, in fact, offer her any treatment 
You have not followed up with Plaintiff to see how she is doing 
And that is because she is not your patient and you are not her doctor 
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Another one of the rules governing your behavior as a physician is to advise people you 
examine about such conflicts of interest. 
AMA Code of Ethics 10.03(3) states that you must “disclose fully potential or perceived 
conflicts of interest” and that you are to “inform the patient about the terms of the 
agreement between yourself and the third party as well as the fact that you are acting as 
an agent of that entity.” 
Did you do that? 
What did you tell her? 

 
Initial document/file review 

Medical Records 
Medical Bills 
Scans/Films 
Case documents (police report, photos, depos, pleadings, etc.) 
Correspondence (including e-mails) 
CV 
Fee Schedule 
Billing and payments 
Treatises/Articles 
Report 
Drafts 
Notes 
Depo summaries 
Anything wanted to see but wasn’t provided? 

 
How long to review 
Could he have really examined the whole file in that amount of time 
Did he go through ALL of the records/depos or have other summarize 
What reviewed 
When get materials and from whom 
How did it affect opinion? Why important? 
Consult anyone else 

 
Review any articles 
Relying on any articles 
What articles support conclusions 
What articles do not support conclusions 
Did he look for any articles that did not support conclusions 

 
NOTE what is NOT there 
He would agree the more information the better 
If information about injury/treatment out there, he would want it 
Def counsel did not provide 
Def counsel provided X, Y, Z (that helps his case) 
So, didn’t have the benefit of that information when formulated his opinions 
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Each document, note entry, highlight, etc: 
Who provided/made 
When provided/made 
What is the significance 

Who did he consult with, when, about what, what said/written, significance 

Did you ask for anything that was not available 
Did the defense attorney give you everything that you thought was important 
Do you believe you have all relevant and important facts necessary to reach a responsible 
conclusion 

 
What work does he anticipate doing between now and trial 
What work does he normally do 
What demonstrative aides will he make 
What demonstrative aides does he normally make 
Aware of his obligation to supplement 

 
If exam – 
Did upon defense counsel’s request 
Judge did not request 
I did not request 
Knew who hired him or her before exam 

 
Who spoke to before exam 
What records review before exam 
How long to take history 
How long actually examine 
What did exam consist of 
Recorded 
Notes 
Witnesses 

 
How many times done exams and agree with treaters 

 
Before designated 

Knew def counsel before? 
Called? 
Go through each contact/conversation 
Fee agreement 
Payments 

 
When lack any information: 
Been doing for a long time 
Know when involved could be deposed 
In fact, have been deposed  times 
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Know when involved could go to trial 
Have testified at trial  times 
Know that lawyers ask for this information 
Know that juries may want or need to see this information 
But don’t keep any of this information 
You could if you wanted 
But you consciously decide not to 
So if the jury has questions or concerns about how you were fed information, they are 
forced to rely solely on your word because you consciously failed to document any of it 

 
 The designation 

Is the designation complete under Rule 194 
Designated before def counsel gave materials? 
Designated before he reviewed the materials? 
Designated before def counsel knew opinions? 
Designated for – ??? (go through each specific thing) 
Anything else? 
So, will not be offering opinions on – x, y, z (anything not in designation) 

 
NOTE: we are just covering areas in which expert is to testify and not examining the 
specific opinions at this point. 

 
The report (if any) 

How long to prep 
Could he have really examined the whole file in that amount of time 
Did he go through ALL of the records/depos or have other summarize 
What reviewed 
When get materials and from whom 
How did it affect opinion? Why important? 
Consult anyone else 
Review any articles 
Relying on any articles 
What articles support conclusions 
What articles do not support conclusions 
Did he look for any articles that did not support conclusions 

 
Need all drafts 
Defense counsel review 
Communications with def counsel prior to signing 

 
What facts did he include in report 
Just as important, what facts did he not include or mischaracterize 
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Factual Concessions 
Go through all favorable facts 
Just ask whether agrees with the fact. Do not ask him or her to characterize or comment. 

 
Reviewed entire medical treatment history 
Def counsel went and got medical records from birth 
Def counsel provided those records 
Also, had all medical records from after the collision 
Spend  hours reviewing file 
Charged the defense $  for doing it 
Looked at each page yourself 
So, would have seen: 

 
E.g. - No evidence that had back pain before collision 

No evidence of treatment for [back pain] before collision 
EMS at the scene noted was suffering [back pain] 
Believe the EMTs are capable of conducting a proper exam 
ER doctors immediately after collision noted was suffering [back pain] 
ER docs told him or her to follow up in a week if [back pain] persisted 
Believe the ER docs are capable of making a proper diagnosis 
Agree with the ER docs recommendation for follow up care 
GP who saw a week later noted [back pain] 
GP referred to PT 
Believe the GP is competent 
Agree with the GPs treatment and recommendations 
PT who saw a week later again noted [back pain] 

 
* * * 

 
If not, don’t get into why at this point, just point out. 

 
Medical Concessions 

 

Treatment is individual 
When you treat, you take the patient into consideration 
Don’t just run every patient thru the same treatment 
Determine treatment after you have taken history and examined 
There is no one recipe for treating each injury that works for everyone 
Best person to determine what treatment to perform is treating doc 
Some patients will recover quickly 
Some patients will take more time to recover 
Not because of anything they did wrong, but just because we are all different 
Some treatment modalities or some drugs may work for one person 
Some treatment modalities or some drugs may not work for another 
We all react differently 
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Some types of care are meant to be recurrent 
Chiropractic and physical therapy are like that 
They typically don’t “cure” someone in one visit 
It is therapy that works little by little over time 
Just like we can’t suddenly get into good shape by working out once, we can’t 
solve the ligament damage from a back injury in one therapy visit. 

 
You believe her doctors over-treated her 
[Go thru each visit and see if it was necessary.] 
Of course, if a doc treats a patient unnecessarily and bills health insurance or a 
third party carrier for it, it is insurance fraud 
Now, you have a duty to report unethical and illegal behavior 
You haven’t reported anything 

 
Injury causation is individual 

It is common for different people to suffer different injuries even though they may 
experience the same trauma 
Everyone is different 
In the same collision, one person may be hurt and another not 

 
Did he know that the defendant was injured 
Never spoken to defendant 
Police report says possible injury 
Never relied on that 
Wouldn’t matter because people are different 

 
Certain factors make it more likely for someone to be injured 
If they older 
If they are female 
If they are turning their head 
If they have been injured before 
Etc. 
Agree that some/all of those factors are present in this case 

 
Property damage is irrelevant 

You reviewed/did not review the pics 
The pics don’t tell you how injured 
The pics don’t tell you if injured 
The pics don’t tell you how to treat 
The pics don’t tell you if to treat 
In your medical practice, you have never diagnosed someone simply by looking at 
the pics of their damaged vehicle. 
You don’t have the expertise to say how fast the vehicle going 
You don’t have the expertise to say how much force involved 
So, you can’t tell from the pics whether a person involved in this collision was or 
was not injured 
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There is no relationship between property damage and injury causation 
 

Subjective v. objective 
Gold standard for diagnosing starts with subjective history 
Must rely on subjective history 
Doctors do this every day in clinics and hospitals all over 

 
Some injuries are not very suited for objective 
Pain can be real 
Should not just assume lying 
With your own patients, consider their history 
Don’t just assume they are lying 
They can have pain in spine, but no objective films/scans 

 
So, to diagnose, must 
Take history 
Then, do exam 
Then, do testing 

 
Plaintiff’s treating docs examined her 
They did not just take her word for it 
On exam, Dr.  found   
Dr.  also found    

 

Plaintiff’s treating docs performed testing 
They did not just take her word for it 
Look through all the orthopedic tests they conducted 
Dr.  performed a  test that confirmed her symptoms 
Dr.  performed a  test that confirmed her symptoms 

 
Again, you believe these doctors are competent 
There is nothing in the record that would indicate they don’t know what they are 
doing 

 
These doctors are just practicing docs in the community 
They are clinicians who treat patients every day 
And that is what they were doing with plaintiff 
They were treating plaintiff and trying to make her better 
These docs do not work as paid expert witnesses 
They are not hand-picked and paid to testify for one side or the other in a lawsuit 
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Opinions 
Seems backwards to do this so late, but often experts will come off of the opinions that 
are in their report or defense counsel’s designation during the preceding questions. Up  
to now, we have been securing concessions and demonstrating our thorough 
understanding of the facts. Now, we get down the expert’s opinions and the basis for 
them before we go into impeaching them with contrary literature, attacking his 
qualifications or exposing his bias. 

 
What are all opinions? 

 
Possibilities: not injured from incident at all 

not severely injured from incident 
injured before the incident and no aggravation 
injured before the incident and incident slightly aggravated 
some/all treatment cost not reasonable 
some/all treatment not necessary due to incident 
scan/film does not reflect objective injury 
scan/film reflects chronic injury, not from incident 
surgery not necessary at all 
surgery necessary, but due to pre-existing condition 

 
Each opinion: what is your opinion? Open-ended 

Re-cap – so your opinion is X 
What are all the bases for your opinion of X? Open-ended 
Re-cap – so your bases for opinion X are A, B, C 
There are no other bases supporting opinion X. 

Do you have any other opinions? 

When expert says he may have other opinions depending on what he asks: 
I am entitled to know what all the opinions are 
This is my one chance to speak to you before trial 
I will not ask you to give an opinion that we have not spoken about 
Defense counsel has not designated you to give any other opinions 
You know you have a duty to supplement your opinions should you have more or they 
change 
You agree to do that 

 
Test Factual Bases 

 

If he did not include or know a material fact? 
E.g. – 
You included a detailed chronology of plaintiff’s medical care in your report 
You were careful to note each time plaintiff went even two weeks without seeing 
a doctor for her back 
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You commented in your report that you believe her injuries were not causing her 
significant pain because her treatment was so infrequent and sporadic 
You did not mention at all that she had reported back pain to her doctor a day 
after the collision 
You did not mention it because, as you just admitted, you didn’t recall seeing that 
record 
You also did not mention at all that plaintiff did not have health insurance during 
this time 
You did not mention it because, as you just admitted, you didn’t know that fact 
So, when you concluded that plaintiff must not have been feeling significant pain 
because she did not go to the doctor frequently, you didn’t know she couldn’t 
afford such treatment 
You never asked whether she had health insurance 
You never inquired about any other reason why plaintiff could not go to the 
doctor every week 

 
If relied on an erroneous fact: 

You wrote in your report that X 
That was significant to you 
Why 
It was so significant that you included it in your report 
And you are basing your opinion that  , at least in part, on X 

 
Test Medical Conclusions 

All opinions must be reliable and relevant. Relevance simply requires that the conclusion 
be sufficiently tied to the facts of the case. Reliability goes to the methodology employed by the 
expert – 

1. Has the theory been tested or can it be tested? 
2. What is the potential rate of error? 
3. Has the theory been subjected to peer review or publication? 
4. Does the theory or technique simply rely on the subjective interpretation 

of the expert? 
5. Does the theory have any non-judicial uses? 

 

Learned treatises 
 

Disclose your studies first 
 

Do you agree with the statement, “  ” 
Aware that comes from ….. 
This study found ….. 
Aware of this study before now? 
Did you look for studies that support 
Did you also look for studies that do not support 

Did not disclose these studies in your report 
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An impartial, unbiased expert examining this issue should consider both studies that 
support his opinion as well as studies that do not support his opinion 

 
An expert that only discloses studies or literature that supports his opinions and fails or 
refuses to consider studies that do not support his opinion is not being impartial or 
unbiased 

 
Go into his studies: 
What studies or literature does he rely on in support of his opinions 

 
General causation 
What is the sample size 
What is the error rate 
How was the study conducted 
Get behind the data – what assumptions are being made 
Was it peer reviewed 
Who funded it 
Who are authors 

 
Specific causation 
How do study subjects compare to plaintiff 
Age, size, gender, medical condition, physical health, etc. 
How did the study conditions compare to this incident 
Vehicles involved, speed, delta V, aware of impact, body position, fixed barrier, etc. 

 
Observation trumps theory 

You have heard of the scientific principle “observation trumps theory” 
What does that mean 
If a result is observed, it is more scientifically valid than a theory saying the result was 
unlikely 
If an airplane is observed crashing into the ocean, that is considered conclusive of the 
result regardless of the theory that it is very unlikely that a particular plane will crash into 
the ocean. 
You would agree with that. 
The same applies in medicine as well, doesn’t it 
If a competent physician properly makes a diagnosis that someone was injured in a 
collision, that is considered conclusive of the result regardless of the theory that it is very 
unlikely that a person would be injured in a particular collision. 

 
Interpretation of the Scan 

 

The expert will typically opine one of the following: 
The scan is negative for any objective injury 
The scan shows something but it is artifact 
The scan shows an objective injury, but it is chronic and not caused by acute trauma 
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If scan is negative: 
 

How thin are the slices 
What is the minimum slice thickness required by ACR (American College of 
Radiology) 

 
What sort of image was it (T2, etc.) 
Discs are best visualized with a T2 weighted MRI where the fluid is dark 
Why didn’t you ask to have the scan re-shot with T2 weighting 

 
If a disc showed a protrusion and it was b/n slices, would not appear 
So, there could be a mm herniation and we could not see it 
The spinal cord is only 5-8 mm wide 

 
Just because the films show no disc herniation, doesn’t mean no pain 
Pain in the spine can be generated many different ways 
If there is no herniation on the film, that just means the discs appear intact and 
symmetrical 
But the disc can still lose some chemical when injured 
And this fluid loss can generate painiv 

 
Another article confirmed radiculopathy without compression of nerve. 
“In summary, this paper provides clinical evidence that anatomic abnormalities 
are not required to cause radiculopathy, thus implying that a biochemical etiology 
is likely to play a significant role in radiculopathy and radicular pain.” v 

 
Can also be facet pain 
This also may not show up on an MRI 

 
Also, some disc abnormalities may not become evident unless the patient moves a 
certain way 
For example, a disc will often appear different if the scan is taken in a standing, 
weight-bearing position as opposed to lying down in a non-weight bearing 
position 
A disc will often appear different if the scan is taken in the flexion or extension 
positions 
They even have scans that are taken in motion as well 
A disc will often appear different depending on what motion is involved 
But that is not what we have available in this case 
All we have is a scan taken in a neutral, non-weight bearing position 
So, if the disc demonstrates weakness is abnormal when the plaintiff moves a 
certain way, we would never know that from this scan 
Why didn’t you request the scan be re-shot in these different positions 

It also matters when the scan is taken 
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A disc may not show herniation immediately upon a trauma 
It can take a while before a disc herniation can be viewable on a scan 
How much time that is, however, is individual 
Here is no say to know for sure how long it will take in a particular person 
“[T]here has been no prospective study to determine the length of time necessary 
for a normally hydrated disc to manifest decreased T2-weighted signal intensity 
after it herniates.” vi 

 
When we are looking at a scan, we are simply interpreting a picture 
Interrater variation can be as much as 30% 
Meaning that two competent, well-trained radiologists can disagree about the 
same film as much as 30% of the time 
And that is with two radiologists 
You are not even a radiologist 

 
But even if you were, a radiologist’s job is not to diagnose is it 
Doctors don’t diagnose just off of films do they 
It is up to the clinician to determine ultimate diagnosis by marrying the 
information on the film/scan with the history provided, the exam and any other 
testing. 

 
So, regardless of whether there is a herniation on the scan or not, as physicians, 
we don’t treat herniations, we treat symptoms 
That is because two different people with the same appearing disc herniation may 
or may not be experiencing symptoms. 
You would not operate on someone who is not suffering pain just because they 
have a herniated disc 
But, we may have to operate on someone who does not show a herniation but is 
suffering pain. 

 
If scan shows injury, but he doesn’t see it: 

 
Was disc asymmetric? If so, it should be considered by that very fact, alone, as a 
herniated not bulging disc. vii 

 
The Board-Certified Neuro-radiologist found that Plaintiff had    
You disagree 
You are not a Board-Certified Neuro-radiologist 
A neuro-radiologist is a sub-specialty of radiology 
They have special training and experience in reading films of the spine 
And, to be Board Certified, they have to possess certain experience 
And, they have to pass an exam 
You have not done any of that with respect to reading films of the spine 

 
If didn’t look at actual films or CD: 
Never looked at films themselves 
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Just relied on reports 
Standard of care is not to rely on tech 
Standard of care is to look at the films yourself 
With own patients, would look at films 

 
If looked at film: 
CD is much better quality 

 
If looked at the CD: 
Did the radiologist have the original 
They are different aren’t they 
Did you use the same digital capabilities as the radiologist 
The copy of the original is not as good quality 
What software did you use 
If used software that comes with the scan, it has a disclaimer that, “This images 
cannot be used for clinical purposes” 

 
But, you still know a fair amount about reading films 
So, you know that interrater variation can be as much as 30% 
Meaning that two competent, well-trained radiologists, which you are not, can 
disagree about the same film as much as 30% of the time 
And, that is because we are really just interpreting pictures, aren’t we 

 
Of course, a radiologist’s job is not to diagnose is it 
Doctors don’t diagnose just off of films do they 
It is up to the clinician to determine ultimate diagnosis by marrying the 
information on the film/scan with the history provided, the exam and any other 
testing. 

 
If he says the herniation is “artifact”: 

 
You believe this MRI does not show a herniation, but that it is simply “artifact” 
What is artifact 
This “artifact” was on  slices 
That is not what you see if it is “artifact” 
And, if there was “artifact” at that location, it could actually cover up a herniation 
You didn’t suggest the MRI be re-shot to see what was behind it 
If you were treating plaintiff, the standard of care would require you re-shoot the 
MRI too see what is behind this “artifact.” 
But, in this case you not treating plaintiff 
You are hired by the defense to testify in this litigation 
And the defense stands to benefit from your opinion that the MRI doesn’t show a 
herniation, but rather, shows “artifact.” 
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If he agrees that it is a herniation, but says chronic: 
 

You believe the herniation was just chronic and not caused by the collision 
You believe it is a product of the plaintiff’s degenerative disc disease 
Degenerative disc disease is just another way of saying that plaintiff’s discs are 
showing some aging 
It is not uncommon for people plaintiff’s age to have some degeneration 
It is akin to arthritis 
It does make us more prone to being injured 

 
But it does not necessarily cause herniated discs 
While many middle-aged and older people may have some level of degeneration 
in their spine, most do not have herniations.viii 

 
This degeneration that you mention is at the  level 
There is no mention of it at any other level 
If the disc is hydrated or dessicated and it is not due to trauma, then ALL discs 
should look that way too. 
“If disc degeneration were due to a systemic disorder, all discs would presumably 
be affected equally…” ix 

 
It is really impossible for you to look at this scan and tell us when this herniation 
occurred. 
You would need a scan from before the collision to say for sure 
“…it is not possible to date the exact occurrence of a disc herniation unless a 
previous imaging study is available for comparison?” x 

 
In fact, you can’t even tell us from looking at this scan whether the patient you are 
looking at is dead or alive 
That is also why doctors cannot diagnose a patient simply from a scan 
Diagnosis is a clinical determination that is made only after taking a history and 
performing an exam and testing. 
None of which you did 

 
You did review the medical records, however. 
Medical records that went back for years before the collision 
And nowhere did you see that plaintiff was suffering from back pain 
And nowhere did you see that plaintiff sought treatment for back pain 
It was not until after this collision that plaintiff reported back pain 

 
If there a herniated disc and there was surgery: 

 
The surgeon who actually saw the inside of plaintiff’s body saw the disc 
The surgeon confirmed it was herniated 
The surgeon had the benefit of seeing the disc in color and three dimensions 
You are relying on a black and white scan 
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Malingering 

Seeing the disc in real life is much better 
The surgeon described the herniation the exact same way as the radiologist did in 
his report 
The radiologist reported the herniation existed on  slices of the MRI 
The radiologist reported the herniation was on the   at  level 
The surgeon also described the herniation being on the  at the  level 
The surgeon sent the disc to the pathologist 
And the patholgist confirmed that it was herniated disc material 
The surgeon, radiologist and pathologist are treating docs trying to help the 
plaintiff get better 
They are not hired by one side of the lawsuit to provide expert testimony 

You believe plaintiff is a malingerer 
What does that mean 
Read definition out of DSM IV or the like 
Agree with that 
Essentially, you are saying that she is lying 

 
For a doctor to testify that someone is a liar is very serious 
You want to be very thorough and careful before doing something like that 
You are aware of the financial and emotional consequences of calling plaintiff a liar 
You want to make sure you have all the available evidence before doing that 
And, if you found out there was relevant information that you were not given, you would 
not be reluctant to change your opinion 

 
You believe plaintiff’s lies caused her doctors to recommend and perform unnecessary 
treatment 
Her doctors were not involved in some conspiracy to commit fraud 
If they were, you would be obligated under your professional rules to report them 
And, you haven’t reported anyone for anything in this case 

 
Dr.  was wrong when he diagnosed plaintiff with     
Dr.  was also wrong when he prescribed    
Dr.  was wrong when he continued to    
[and so on] 

 
You believe plaintiff just duped her doctors by lying to them 
And, relying on what she was telling them, her doctors treated her 
Dr.  was not capable of seeing through her lies 
Plaintiff was able to fool Dr.  ’s testing and manipulate the exam findings 
[and so on] 

 
Did you ever call her doctors and tell them that plaintiff was lying to them 
In fact, you didn’t call her doctors at all 
You didn’t call her doctors to see what they thought about your theory that she was lying 
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These doctors who have actually seen plaintiff, looked her in the eye, examined her, 
questioned her, listened to her answers, performed tests on her – you never called them to 
confirm your belief before you accused plaintiff of being a liar 

 
Is plaintiff a liar in general or is she just a liar with reference to her injuries from this 
collision 
Is she a hardworking person 
How did she feel about her job before the collision 
How did she feel about the importance of being truthful before the collision 
Is she a spiritual person 
Is she an honest person other than with reference to her injuries 
When did her character change 

 
When she was rear-ended by defendant, was that part of her scheme to malinger 
When she refused EMS at the scene, was that part of her scheme to malinger 
She could have taken EMS to the ER and lied about being injured to those doctors, 
couldn’t she 
When she tried to go back to work after only two weeks, was that part of her scheme to 
malinger 
She could have lied to her doctors and gotten doctor’s notes to be off of work, couldn’t 
she 
When did the malingering start 
What is she gaining from her malingering 

 
It would be terrible to call someone a liar and malingerer and then find out you were 
wrong 
Lying for money in a lawsuit is perjury, fraud or both 
Should plaintiff go to jail for her fraud 
You really want to make sure you look at all available evidence before making such an 
accusation, don’t you 
It would be horrible to smear someone’s name by accusing them of such a fraud and then 
find out later you were wrong 

 
Plaintiff is not the first person you have called a liar 
You have given the opinion that other people were malingerers too 
How many times have you been wrong 
No way to know really 
There is no way to quantify your error rate 
You have never taken the effort to follow up with the patient after their case to see if they 
got worse or their injuries were substantiated by others 
Unlike the treating physicians, if you are wrong and make a mistake and cause plaintiff 
injury, you cannot be sued 
And no one will ever know that your mistake hurt anyone 
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What peer reviewed scientific studies are you aware of that say doctors hired by parties in 
a litigation setting are more often right than wrong when they call the other party a 
malingerer 
What peer reviewed scientific studies are you aware of that say doctors in general are 
more often right than wrong when they call someone a malingerer. 
Is there anything that you are aware of that says you are right more than wrong when you 
call someone a malingerer. 

 
Probability v. Possibility (Prior or Subsequent Injury) 

Each alternate theory of injury offered by expert must, more likely than not, have been a 
substantial factor in bringing about plaintiff's claimed harm and without which the harm would 
not have occurred. If the alleged condition/theory of injury did no more than furnish a condition 
that made the alleged injuries possible, it will not suffice to establish the substantial-factor, or 
cause-in-fact, component of proximate cause.xii 

 
E.g. - You agree that plaintiff has a disc bulge at L4-5 

And, you agree that the disc bulge is the cause of her current symptoms 
But, you have opined that the car wreck plaintiff had four years earlier was the 
cause of her disc bulge 

 
There is no scan showing any disc bulge before the collision that we are here 
about today 
The only scan available that shows this disc bulge was taken after the collision we 
are here about today 
And there is no way to tell exactly when a disc bulge, protrusion or herniation 
occurred simply by looking at the scan 
You can’t even tell if the patient is alive or not simply by looking at the MRI 

 
But, in spite of this limitation, it is a valuable diagnostic tool 
As a treating physician, you would order a MRI if you believe there could be a 
disc-related issue 
MRI is the best non-invasive diagnostic tool for evaluating disc-related conditions 

 
You base your opinion that this collision 4 years earlier caused her disc bulge on 
the fact that plaintiff treated for back pain after the collision 
She went to the ER and got therapy for about six months 
Then, she would periodically go to the chiropractor over the next year and a half 
Plus, she was seeing her GP occasionally and getting pain medication 
Her GP never thought it was necessary to order a MRI 
Her chiropractor also never thought it was necessary to order a MRI 
And, as you stated before, MRI is the diagnostic tool that would be ordered if one 
suspected a disc-related condition 

 
Plaintiff was not treating for back pain during the two years before the collision 
we are here about today 
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So, even if she had a disc bulge as you say, she was not reporting any pain from it 
during the two years before the collision we are here about today 
How did her disc bulge affect her at work during the year before the collision we 
are here about today 
Was she able to [garden, ski, etc.] during the year before the collision we are here 
about today 
[etc.] 

 
She didn’t treat for back pain until shortly after the collision we are here about 
today. 
And you agree that the treatment she got shortly after the collision was necessary 
because of the collision 
There is nothing in the file that would indicate she was going to suddenly need 
treatment for her back. 
Even if she had this disc bulge before, there is nothing in the file that would 
indicate she was going to suddenly need treatment 
She would not have started treating at that particular time “but for” the collision 

 
And, even if she had the bulge before the collision we are here about today, she 
would only have needed treatment for it if she was suffering symptoms 
Doctors do not treat disc bulges, they treat symptoms 
Some people who have disc bulges don’t have symptoms 
So, you don’t treat those people 
Some people who have symptoms don’t have disc bulges 
And you treat them nonetheless 

 
And, we know that she did not have any symptoms for two years before the 
collision we are here about today 
She only needed treatment after the collision we are here about today 
So, the collision, not the disc bulge, was the “substantial factor” that caused her 
symptoms and created the need for treatment 

 
* * * 

 
No Future Treatment 

You believe plaintiff does not need surgery 
You understand plaintiff is still treating with Dr.    
It is unethical for a physician to perform unnecessary treatment 
It is also unethical and fraudulent for a physician to bill for unnecessary treatment 
You have a duty to report unethical and illegal conduct by your fellow physicians 
Have you informed Dr.  that you believe he is committing fraud 
Have you reported Dr.  to the Texas Board of Medical Examiners 

 
Dr.  has recommended that plaintiff gets a ACDF as soon as possible 
Dr.  has said that if surgery is not done, plaintiff runs the risk of developing 
additional nerve damage 
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Dr.  has said that plaintiff cannot continue to keep getting injections 
Dr.  has also said that plaintiff cannot continue to keep taking prescription pain 
killers 
Dr.  says that plaintiff runs the risk of getting addicted to the pain medication if he 
stays on it 
Dr.  also says that plaintiff also runs the risk of liver and kidney problems with 
prolonged use of narcotics 

 
You are comfortable with plaintiff relying on your advice and not getting surgery 
Are you willing to sign a document saying that plaintiff will not suffer any further nerve 
damage if she doesn’t get the surgery 
Are you willing to sign a document saying that plaintiff will not develop liver or kidney 
problems from taking narcotic medication 

 
If no – 
You want the jury to rely on your opinion that plaintiff doesn’t need surgery, but not 
plaintiff 
You are not willing to say that plaintiff should rely on your advice and not get surgery, 
but you want the jury to rely on your advice and cut off payment for this treatment. 
You will take the defendant’s money, state your opinion, but you are not willing to be 
held responsible for that opinion. 

 
No future impairment 

You believe the plaintiff is no longer physically impaired 
You believe he can go back to work, full duty, without restrictions 
And he would not pose a danger to himself or others on the job site 
Would you be willing to sign a certification that plaintiff could show potential employers 

 
Certainly, if plainitff’s treating physicians told plaintiff he was just fine and gave him or 
her this same advice to go back to work and plaintiff hurt himself or someone else, those 
physicians could be held responsible for their advice 
You, however, can give opinions like you have here that plaintiff is fine to go back to 
work, and regardless of whether he hurts himself or someone else, you can’t be held 
responsible for your opinion 
You want the jury to rely on your opinion and cut off any payment for plaintiff’s loss of 
income from not working 
But, you are not willing to be held responsible should your opinion be wrong 

 
Qualifications 

Articles on this subject 
Presentations on this subject 
Surgery still? 
Malpractice claims? 
Sued? Settled? 
Disciplinary history 
Ever denied privileges 
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Ever convicted/arrested 
How many times take Board Cert Exam 
License ever revoked/suspended 
# of times performed this actual surgery 
# of times in last 10 years 
Office: where? 
Patients go there? 
Get photo of office 
Place to examine? 

 
Ever been a party to a lawsuit 
Own any other entities, in whole or in part, outside of practice 

 
How many times testify – depo and trial 
How many times consulted and not testified 
Ever been stricken 
Opinions ever been limited 
Ever testified on this particular issue 

 
List of cases 
If claims no list, has he testified in fed ct where list req’d 
What % for plaintiff v. defense 

 
Organizations (professional, social, political) 
Positions held 
Extent of involvement 

 
Continuing ed 
Seminar in this particular area 
Speaking for defense attorney or insurance groups 

 
If Plaintiff’s expert more qualified – 
Know plaintiff’s expert 
Reputation 
Opinion of competence 
Ever referred to him or 
her Contrast 
qualifications 

 
Relationship with firm/carrier 

Other cases with def counsel 
Other cases with def reps 
Other cases with other counsel in def counsel’s firm 
How many, when were they 
Ever opined that person hurt and treatment was proper 
Get case names 
Ever worked for case review company 
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Ever speak to attorney groups 
Ever speak to insurance industry groups 

 
“Independent” Medical Exam (if exam) 

 

the top of report: “independent medical evaluation” 
Independent – dictionary definition 
You weren’t hired by Judge 
Weren’t asked by the court to give your report 
And you weren’t retained by the agreement of counsel 
It isn’t as if the defense and me put our heads together and agreed that you were the one 
to do the evaluation 
You were hired by one party 
That was the defense 
You’ve communicated with one lawyer 
That’s the defense lawyer 
You haven’t communicated with the court 
You haven’t communicated with me 
You were paid by one party 
That was the defense 
I haven’t purchased anything from you 
The court hasn’t purchased anything from you 
The defense, however, has paid you in excess of $   
In fact, even the defense has referred to what you did here as a defense medical 
examination – are you aware of that? 
You maintain that you are independent – “free from the influence or control of others” 

 
Subpoena duces tecum – free legal counsel from Def. 

You claim you’re independent here 
I tried to get some specific records from you 
Records that would show how much work you do for insurance companies 
You refused to produce those records 
You had defense counsel tell me you wouldn’t cooperate 
And defense counsel announced himself to be your attorney 
Did you pay defense counsel personally 
Who paid defense counsel for you? 
This is a service that the Defendant provided for you 
They didn’t even make you pay for it – the Defendant gave you free legal representation 

 
There have been other times that you’ve received subpoenas for your financial records 
showing how much money you earned from insurance companies 

You’ve resisted those subpoenas in the other cases too 
And you’ve never yet hired your own lawyers 
The lawyers who have resisted those subpoenas have been the lawyers for the 
defendants in those cases 
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It’s kind of a custom for you, isn’t it – you do more and more work for insurance 
companies, you claim you’re not biased, people look for the facts that would 
either establish that as true or untrue, and you refuse to show those facts and the 
party who stands to gain from those facts being concealed gives you a free lawyer 
to resist the subpoena for those facts 
But you maintain that you are independent 

 
Causing expert to reverse roles 

Have you have had an outside entity review your records and bills 
How did it make you feel 
Did they reduce your bills 
Did they say you performed unnecessary treatment 
Were you trying to jack up your expenses 
Were you performing unnecessary treatment so you could make more money 
You were just trying to do your best for the patient 

 
But someone else, who had never seen your patient at all, said you charged too much 
Someone else, who had never seen your patient, said the procedure you requested was not 
necessary 
Overcharging or charging for unnecessary procedures is illegal 
It is unethical as well 
So, in essence, this person was saying you had committed an unethical and illegal act 
You aren’t a criminal, are you 
It is offensive, isn’t it 

 
But, it is all part of the game nowadays 
Insurance companies routinely hire doctors to contest the treatment rendered by 
claimants’ physicians 
These doctors typically just review records and give opinions 
These doctors don’t usually examine the patients 
And the more they save the insurance company the more they get hired 

 
You are designated by the Texas worker’s compensation commission as a doc 
You see workers and make determinations as to whether they can go back to work 
Again, you are not paid by the workers are you 
You are paid by insurance companies 
And the insurance companies want the workers back to work as fast as possible 
You are not treating those workers there either are you 
You are just evaluating them and telling them to go back to work if appropriate 
And, the faster you send them back to work the more work the insurance company sends 
you 

 
Why go to medical school 
Did you want to help people 
You do that still occasionally 
You also do this record reviewing thing 
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You do the record reviewing more now than treating patients 
When you reviewed Plaintiff’s records, you were not trying to help her 
You were hired by the defense counsel to review her records 
The defense counsel’s purpose is to not pay plaintiff’s claim or pay as little as possible 
And you knew that when you took the project 
You were not there to treat the plaintiff 
Her medical condition and how she could get better was not your concern 

 
Why him OR her (if not local)? 

 

You are certainly not the only doctor that does this record reviewing thing 
While they may not do it as much as you do, other doctors can, and do, do this record 
reviewing 
You are an orthopod 
Other duly licensed orthopods can do record reviewing as well 
It does not require any special licensure 
It does not require any special training 

 
Do you know where plaintiff lived at the time you examined her (if there was an exam) 
Do you know where this case is pending (if no exam) 
Do you know know the next largest city outside of   . 
Do you know if there are any orthopods in  . 
In fact, there are  . 
Conceivably, the defense could have sent [plaintiff/case] to one of the    
orthopods in  for the kind of assessment that you did 

 
The next biggest town from  is  
Any reason to disagree with that 
Do you know if there are any orthopods in    
In fact, there are  . 
Conceivably, the defense could have sent [plaintiff/case] to one of the    
orthopods in for the kind of assessment that you did 

 

 

And, if we go a little further from 
Any reason to disagree with that 

we get to    

Do you know if there are any orthopods in    
In fact, there are  . 
Conceivably, the defense could have sent [plaintiff/case] to one of the    
orthopods in  for the kind of assessment that you did 

 
But, your office is  miles away from    

 

Plaintiff came to your office because the defense sent her there [if there was an exam] 
Can you think of a reason why the defense would want to make plainitff travel     
miles for an orthopedic exam, when there are other orthopedic specialists as close as    
miles away 
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The defense reached out to  to locate you to do this review [if no exam] 
 

Is it because you are more qualified than the other  orthodedic specialists between 
   and    
Have you ever been invited to join the faculty of any medical schools 
Have you ever been invited to be a guest lecturer at any accredited medical schools 
Have you ever published any articles in medical journals about your work 
Have you ever published any articles in medical journals about your studies 

 
Could there be other reasons that the defense [sent plaintiff/sent the case] over    
miles, past  other orthopedic specialists,to end up in your office? 

 
Financial bias 

If still seeing patients, what get for an office visit from health insurance 
Managed care has cut fees 
How long for an office visit 
How long to do records for visit 
How much money doing litigation work a year 
How much money from this particular carrier 
How much money from cases with this firm 
As a percentage of his practice, how much does lit work account for 

 
Do you advertise in any expert publications 
Any trade magazines 
Any insurance publications 
Internet or other referral services 
Look for presentations to insurance/defense organizations 

 
How many record reviews do a year 
How many for def 
How many for plaintiffs 
How many a day 
How much money a year  
How much money an hour 
How much so far on this case 
If testify at court, will be more 
Other than testifying, what else to do you intend to do 
How much in the end on this case 

 
The longer you stay on the case and the more the defense has you do, the more you make 
In fact, you charge more for trial testimony than for deposition testimony 
So, if the defense asks you to come to trial and testify, you will make even more 

 
You understand you have to update your testimony should you do additional work 
You will agree to do that 
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When you are serving as an expert witness for the defense, if you reach the opinion that 
the person is hurt from the incident in question, just as she claims, does that usually end 
your involvement 
You are not usually called for a deposition or to testify in trial 
If, however, you reach the opinion that the person is not hurt from the incident in 
question, contrary to plaintiff’s position, then you are more likely to be asked to give a 
deposition or testify in court 
You are going to get paid more on a case where your opinion is that the person is not hurt 
than a case where your opinion is that the person is hurt from the incident in question 
What are the names of the cases where you were hired by the defense and then reached 
the opinion that the person was hurt from the incident in question just like they said they 
were 

 
How much did doctor  charge for his treatment 
How much did the therapist 
And, of course, they have expenses for their treatment 
They have supplies 
They have the facilities, the staff, etc. 
They have to pay for insurance in case they get sued if they make a mistake 
You can’t get sued if you are wrong today can you 
So, all of the doctors, nurses and therapists combined who actually treated plaintiff for 
months and incurred all these expenses will be paid less than you alone who worked on 
the case for  hours. 

 
Contrasting with treaters 

 

How many times did you see plaintiff 
How many times did her treating doctor     
How many times did her therapist    
Why did her treating doctor see her? To treat her 
Why did her therapist – to treat her 
You have never seen her 
You reviewed her records to give an opinion to def counsel 
You did not review her records to treat her 
You had no interest in treating her 
And you will not follow up after this 

 
In your clinical practice when you are treating, you always see the patient 
It would be a violation of the standard of care to treat without seeing 
It would be a violation of the standard of care to prescribe drugs to a new pt w/o seeing 
Actually seeing, examining, testing the patient are critical steps in the process 

 
There is no literature in the field of medicine that allows a doctor to diagnose and treat a 
patient simply be reviewing the patients records and not meeting them 
It is allowed only allowed when there is litigation 
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But not in the real world of treating patients 
 

If 10 doctors were to see the same patient, they would all document differently 
Some use computerized forms, some don’t 
Some have forms that are different than others 
Some are really detailed and some are less detailed 
This difference makes it even more difficult to ascertain the condition of a patient from a 
stack of paper 

 
Her treating doctor performed his treatment 
Her treating doctor made his referrals 
Her treating doctor took diagnostic testing 
Her treating doctor gave his opinions in his records 
And if her treating doctor messes up, he can be sued for malpractice 
If your opinions are wrong, you can’t be held responsible at all 

 
Do you know Dr.    
Have you ever referred patients to Dr.    
Have you ever accepted referrals from Dr.     
Do you have an opinion as to whether Dr.  is a competent doctor 
Do you know how experienced he is at performing this surgery 
Do you know if he, in fact, has more experience than you 

 
Do you think Dr.  is capable of taking a history from a patient 
Do you think Dr.  is capable of performing an exam of a patient with these injuries 
Do you think Dr.  is capable of performing orthopedic tests of a patient with these 
injuries 
Do you think Dr.  is capable of interpreting the diagnostic studies 
Do you think Dr.  is capable of making an accurate diagnosis 
Never consulted with Dr.  before rendering your opinions that are critical of his 
treatment 

 
Impeaching with prior inconsistent statement 
Whether you want to confront the witness with inconsistent testimony from other depositions, 
articles, presentations, etc. will depend on the facts of the case, the prior testimony, the issues 
present, and whether you expect the expert to testify at trial. Additionally, how strongly this is 
delivered will depend on whether the witness is lying or simply mistaken. 

 
1. Step One – Establish current version of testimony to be impeached. 
2. Step Two – Solidly tie witness to this version 
3. Step Three – Equate or translate the current versions of testimony to the prior inconsistent 

statement, if necessary 
4. Step Four – Expose the prior inconsistent statement 
5. Step Five – Maximize damage 

 
E.g. – 
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You stated earlier that you earned $100,000 in 2008 from your expert witness testimony 
and consultations 
$100,000 is a fair amount of money, you would agree 
Even for a successful orthopedic surgeon like yourself, being paid $100,000 is not 
something you would forget 
And, of course, you, like the rest of us who pay taxes, have to keep track of all of that 
information for the IRS 
You kept track of how much money you made in 2008, just like you do today 
As an expert witness, you are frequently asked how much you make from your testimony 
and consultations 
It is a common area of inquiry in depositions like this 
And when you are asked under oath how much money you make from being a witness, 
you always tell the truth 
Taking an oath and swearing to tell the truth is something you take very seriously 
On July 25, 2009, you gave a deposition in the case of Smith v. Jones 

Refresh: If I showed you a copy of the transcript, would that refresh your 
recollection 
Now that you have reviewed a copy of the transcript of that 
deposition, you recall giving testimony in that case 

Before you testified in that deposition, you raised your right hand and swore to the jury, 
to the judge and to God that you would answer the questions truthfully. 
It is the same oath you took at the beginning of this deposition 
And you knew the importance of your oath then, just as you do know 
Mr. Taylor asked you if you understood all of his questions 
You told him or her that if you did not understand one of his questions, you would let 
him and the jury know 
And at the end of that deposition, you told Mr. Taylor that you understood all of his 
questions 
After the deposition, you had the opportunity to review the deposition transcript and 
make any changes you wanted 
And you made no changes at all 
You signed the deposition, again swearing that your answers were true. 
And, in that case, you were asked how much money you made in 2008 from your 
testimony and consultations 
And you answered $250,000, didn’t you 

* * * 
 

Attacking objectivity 
 

People can disagree 
Different docs will at times disagree on diagnosis 
Different docs will at times disagree on treatment 
Different docs will at times disagree on prognosis 
This has happened with you during your career 
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Garbage in, garbage out 
 

Opinions are only as good as the knowledge of true facts that made those opinions 
Opinions are only as good as the info available to those who made those opinions 

 
You would agree that when there is a conflict of medical opinions between 

physicians of equal qualifications, the opinion of the physician who has the benefit of the 
greater information is more trustworthy 

 
You would agree that a medical opinion based on a review of the medical records 

with no actual physical exam whatsoever is more likely to be erroneous than one based 
on a number of medical examinations and detailed medical history from a doctor who has 
treated the patient for months/years. 

 
You would agree with me that a treating physician who has seen a patient a 

number of times is in a better position to make a diagnosis and assessment of the patient 
than one who is merely a record reader. 

 

Bias 
Do you think that the reason a person was asked to give an opinion could possibly 

influence their opinion 
Do you think that whomever it is that asks the person to express their opinion 

could possibly influence their opinion 
Do you think who pays for the opinion could possibly influence their opinion 

 
Final Closing Questions 

 

Now, I am going to ask this last set of questions which may sound silly given that we 
know how well we have gotten along in this deposition, but: 

 
6. Have I been courteous to you? 
7. Have I treated you in what you regard as a professional manner? 
8. Has there been anything about my conduct or demeanor that caused you to answer 

these questions in any way other than what you believed to be the truth? 
9. Have you had an opportunity to answer my questions as fully and completely as you 

felt necessary without being cut off? 
10. Have you understood all of my questions, or when you didn’t, did you ask me to 

rephrase or re-ask so that you were satisfied that you understood the question and 
were responding truthfully to it? 

11. Sometimes when I am taking a deposition, a witness will tell me that they 
remembered another thing but we were in a different topic so they didn’t tell me. 
With that in mind, are there any answers you have given me here today that you want 
to add to, subtract from, change, modify or amend in any way? 

12. Are the answers you gave me here today the same ones 
you will give me at trial to the same questions? 


